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EVIDENCE 

Cashmere Residents' Association – submitter #3601

98 Hackthorne Road
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Spreydon Borough memorial gates at Barrington Park, Spreydon 

– two sets of stone and iron gates with memorial plaques, north and south on Barrington 
Street, and a matching stone entranceway surround on Simeon Street.

Owner: Christchurch City Council
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The submitter provided additional information at Council's request, however

this was insufficient to complete the statement of significance to a level of

detail whereby the assessment of heritage significance could be determined.

Based on the information available to me, I consider these items are of local

significance to this part of Christchurch, rather than of District wide significance

- the threshold for listing as a Significant Heritage Item.

Submitter   r  ebuttal   evidence  

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE  

Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person, group, 
organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a phase or 
activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.



Barrington Park in Spreydon has attractive and continuous fenceline on Barrington Street, mostly of 
uniform-height hedge, and with stone and wrought iron gates wrapping the hedge at either end. The 
right-side stone pillar of both gate sets have identical memorial plaques prominently placed that say:

THESE GATES WERE PRESENTED

AND ERECTED IN 1926 BY

W.H. WINSOR ESQ.

MAYOR OF SPREYDON

Local research is continuing but it is clear that these are war memorial gates, funded by a prominent 
borough politician of the First World War period, unlisted as yet. The memorial meaning can be 
deduced from the fact that more substantial gates were built three years previous by the same person 
at Halswell, that council does list:

http://ketechristchurch.peoplesnetworknz.info/in_memoriam/images/show/17137-halswell-war-
memorial-25-december-2014

http://ketechristchurch.peoplesnetworknz.info/site/images/show/16384-halswell-memorial-gates-
under-construction-by-w-winsor-builder-of-spreydon-1923

http://ketechristchurch.peoplesnetworknz.info/site/images/show/16381-halswell-memorial-gates-
being-built-by-w-winsor-builder-of-spreydon-1923

Winsor was a well-known Spreydon identity, builder and sporstman, whose family lived at the 
corner of Barrington St and Rose Street:

http://ketechristchurch.peoplesnetworknz.info/site/images/show/16366-detail-in-the-house-on-the-
corner-of-barrington-and-rose-streets-1923

Winsor was active around provision of schools, as well as city memorials: 

http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/cgi-bin/paperspast?
a=d&cl=search&d=CHP19261216.2.9.2&srpos=4&e=-------10--1----0spreydon+memorial+gates--

We submit that the Spreydon memorial gates, or the Barrington Park setting as a whole, should be a 
listed heritage place as its does have “District wide significance”. That is, no other architectural 
reminder of Spreydon Borough history has so far been protected for continued existence. If the 
Spreydon Borough memorial gates do not have District wide significance for this reason, it means 
that Spreydon iteslf does not have District wide significance. Spreydon's war memorial should be 
listed like other every war memorial in the city.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE

Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive characteristics 
of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the symbolic or 
commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or associations with an 
identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

A Barrington Issues Group started early 2014, to engage with council planning matters in the area. 
The commercial values and recognition of the Barrington Mall seemed to be steadily over-writing 
the historic residential nature of central Spreydon, so the Barrington forum opened up in response. 
It questions the recent identification of the neighbourhood as 'Barrington' promotional brand, and 
tries to recover from the fact that earthquake damage in the community assets (Centennial Hall) led 
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to immediate collapse of the West Spreydon Rate-payers and Residents Association. An East 
Spreydon Residents Association had also existed in the past but was already gone. The Barrington 
Issues Group has facilitated formation of a Spreydon Neighbnourhood Network to try to recover 
traditional resident values, organising and lobbying. Negative community outcomes like recent 
arsons at the Barrington Playground and Coronation Hall can arguably be attributed to loss of 
community cohesion, to which community identity is central. Recognition of things “Spreydon” is 
therefore very important to both local groups and hence the resource support provided to them in 
this case, via submission, by the neighbouring Cashmere Residents' Association.

The Spreydon Borough memorial gates have been chosen by the local community as emblematic of 
community values and community identity that they wish to see strengthened. A large diversity of 
public good can derive from the strengthening of community identity and values.

Similar memorial objects are already recognised by Council as listed heritage at Woolston (1893) 
and Sydenham (1902), for example: 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/culture-and-community/heritage/heritage-in-the-city/statues/woolston-
borough-monument/

http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/cgi-bin/paperspast?a=d&d=CHP19020610.2.35.2

A Spreydon heritage listing would fill a gap and allow a heritage trail to be described, between 
Addington (St Mary's Church precinct) and Cashmere (Sign of the Kiwi, Sign of the Takahe, 
Cracroft Old Stone House) that heritage enthusiasts would like to see encouraged.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE

Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style, 
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Building material is wrought iron and hewn-and-mortared volcanic rock, from the nearby Port Hills. 
This fabric establishes a material connection with neighbouring hill suburbs and vistas in south 
Christchurch, which is important to preserve.

See John Wilson's Contextual Historical Overview of Christchurch City:

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Culture-
Community/Heritage/ChristchurchCityContextualHistoryOverviewFull-docs.pdf

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE 

Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature and 
use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were innovative, or  
of notable quality for the period.

Building material is wrought iron and hewn-and-mortared volcanic rock, from the nearby Port Hills. 
This fabric establishes a material connection with neighbouring hill suburbs and vistas in south 
Christchurch, which is important to preserve.

See illustrations of connected construction of wall and gates:
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CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE

Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment 
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of 
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail; recognised 
landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique identity of the 
environment.

The three sets of gates are intrinsically part of high-value greenspace maintained by Council, that 
the community wishes to see protected in perpetuity. As stated, they solidly frame the park hedge.

Recent Council stratigic initiative seeks to promote community-driven “Village Planning”, ref.: 
http://www.pcc.govt.nz/Community/Strategic-Priorities/Great-Village-and-City-Experience/Village-
Planning-Programme

Barrington Issues Group identifies keeping the Spreydon Borough memorial gates clear of wind-
blown leaves and rubbish as a volunteer project that could be central to starting a 'SpreydonVillage 
Plan'. Listing of the heritage by Council now would greatly encourage this new community work.

Keeping the site and objects always tidy should be considered part of their design.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE 

Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to provide  
information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social historical, 
cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures or people.

Ref. John Wilson's Contextual Historical Overview of Christchurch City:

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Culture-
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Community/Heritage/ChristchurchCityContextualHistoryOverviewFull-docs.pdf

Further newspaper research to be conducted for the hearing.

> Places will not necessarily have significance in all these areas, but must meet at least one 
criterion. More detailed information on the heritage assessment methodology can be provided on 
request. 

> Please provide a list of information sources used.  

As above web links.

> Information on the level of integrity/intactness of the place is also required - please identify any 
changes to the place over time, with details and photographs where possible. 

The objects have 100%  integrity/intactness, which is rare for post-earthquake Christchurch heritage 
- to be maintained.

> Please provide all relevant addresses if you have submitted that a group of places should be listed 
on the heritage schedule. 

Barrington Street beside the Mall.

> Please provide photographic documentation of the place (interior and exterior) where possible. 

As above.

> If you have proposed a property not in your ownership for listing on the heritage schedule, please 
advise whether you have made the owner aware of your submission, and if so whether they are in 
support of a heritage listing on their property. 

We make Christchurch City Council aware through this submission and seek their support for it.

Rik Tindall
Chair
Cashmere Residents' Association

pp Spreydon Neighbnourhood Network

pp Barrington Issues Group

10 December 2015
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